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Why Businesses Love
constructivecloud
Businesses are actively looking to host their Sage apps in the cloud and untether
themselves from the limitations of being office‐bound.
Through constructivecloud, getting up and running with hosting is simpler and
more cost effective than ever.

Cloud hosting is a no‐brainer for today’s businesses
“87% of companies experience business acceleration from their use of cloud services.”1
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Increased Productivity
Companies have increased productivity by up to 40%
after switching to the cloud.²
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Better Collaboration
“Cloud-based online collaboration tools have now
surpassed on-premise apps by a ratio of 64% to 36%.”³
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Reduction of IT Costs
“Companies who have adopted cloud services experienced
a 15.07% reduction in IT spending.” 5

“The average company achieved a 3.2 times greater return on investment from the
cloud when compared to an on premise solution.” 5

constructivecloud
Cloud hosting takes the power of Sage 300 CRE software to the next level
“Businesses are using an above average number of cloud services grow26% faster than
those that use no cloud tools and are more profitable by 21% on average” 2

Whether in the field, at the office, or from a home workspace,
if there’s internet, business can keep running.

Anytime,
anywhere access

No more
IT headaches

Runs on any
device

Ultimate
flexibility

Enterprise‐
Grade security

Huge
cost saving

Canadian
With redundant Canadian Datacenters to meet all your needs you can rest assured that your
data is safe from the Patriot Act and less exposed to Cyber‐attacks!
All our services are invoiced in Canadian dollars, so you don’t have to worry about the ever
fluctuating foreign exchange rates.
We are a premier hosting provider for Sage Construction Specific applications in Canada and
can help take all your business applications to the cloud

constructivecloud for Sage
A simpliﬁed per‐user pricing model to
quickly scale up or down as needed.

Customize your hosting solution ‐ Sage 100 Contractor,
Sage 300 CRE, Sage Estimating and Sage Add‐on solutions.

No surprises or unexpected fees. Fully supported solution includes Sage
Certiﬁed Support so you know you are in qualiﬁed hands.

Turn‐key solution with constructivecloud
Created by construction industry specialists with over 20 years’ experience working with
Sage construction applications, built to satisfy the critical standards and specific needs of
both financial and project teams ‐ with the latest cloud technology for seamless sharing,
simple collaboration.

Here’s what you can expect from us when unleashing the Power of the Cloud.
5 day rapid deployment available including onboarding, and server set up
Disaster Recovery ‐ 14 Day Rolling Back up stored Offsite
Direct email support in Canada
No minimum user requirements or contracts
99.99% uptime guarantee
All Sage upgrades managed automatically
Redundant datacenters located in Vancouver & Toronto. Your data protected and stored
fully within Canada

constructivecloud, your strategic platform for Sage Hosting.
Interested in learning more about Sage hosting and how you can get up and running?

Contact: Patrick Baker
p: 1‐877‐777‐1107
e: patrick@constructivesolutions.com
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